Objectives: To examine the relationship between loneliness and cognitive function and to explore the mediating role of physical health on the loneliness-cognition relationship in Chinese older adults (OAs). Method: Data came from a nationally representative sample of 14,199 Chinese OAs (aged 65+) from 2002, 2005, 2008, and 2011 waves of the Chinese Longitudinal Healthy Longevity Survey. A latent variable cross-lagged panel model combined with mediation analysis was used to determine the relationship between loneliness and cognitive function and the mediating effect of increase in the number of chronic conditions (ΔNCCs) on the ascertained loneliness-cognition relationship. Results: Severe loneliness at prior assessment points was significantly associated with poorer cognitive function at subsequent assessments, and vice versa. The ΔNCCs partially mediated this prospective reciprocal relationships, accounting for 2.58% of the total effect of loneliness on cognition and 4.44% of the total effect of cognition on loneliness, respectively. Discussion: Loneliness may predict subsequent cognitive decline, and vice versa. This loneliness-cognition relationship is partially explained by their impact on physical health. Multidisciplinary interventions aimed at reducing loneliness and cognitive decline per se and their associated risk factors as well as improving chronic illness management would be beneficial for emotional well-being and cognitive health in OAs.
Background
China is a rapidly changing society that in recent decades has seen large increases in the older adult (OA) population; high population mobility, with internal migration of younger and middle-aged people from rural to urban areas; decreased family size; and changes in traditional values of filial piety. Community bonds have weakened, and social interactions have become less routine, resulting in increasing rates of loneliness among Chinese OAs (P. Cheng et al., 2015; Luo & Waite, 2014; Yan, Yang, Wang, Zhao, & Yu, 2014) . Loneliness is "the unpleasant experience that occurs when a person's network of social relations is deficient in some important way, either quantitatively or qualitatively" (Perlman & Peplau, 1981) and has been identified as a major risk factor for a number of serious physical and mental health outcomes. In Western countries, prospective studies have demonstrated that, in middle-aged and older adults, feelings of loneliness are associated with increased mortality (Luo, Hawkley, Waite, & Cacioppo, 2012) , an increase in systolic blood pressure (Hawkley, Thisted, Masi, & Cacioppo, 2010) , reduced physical activity (Hawkley, Thisted, & Cacioppo, 2009) , daytime dysfunction (Hawkley, Preacher, & Cacioppo, 2010) , and depression . To understand the nature of the negative effects of loneliness, studies are also warranted from nonWestern settings such as China, where findings may not be applicable due to differences in social and cultural contexts (Yan et al., 2014) . Nevertheless, the health consequences of loneliness in Chinese OAs have received very little research attention (S. Chen, Conwell, & Chiu, 2014; Y. Chen, Hicks, & While, 2014; Luo & Waite, 2014) .
Loneliness also adversely affects cognitive function and increases the risk of developing late-life dementia, although all current available explanations for the loneliness-cognition association are tentative (Boss, Kang, & Branson, 2015; Zhong, Chen, & Conwell, in press) . At the cognitive level, experimental studies have suggested that social isolation impairs reversal learning in rats and perceived isolation diminishes executive function in humans by causing chronic activation of implicit hypervigilance for social threat . Another plausible cognitive mechanism is that loneliness might lead to a lack of engagement in sensory and cognitively stimulating activities (e.g., playing games, visiting museums, and leisure activities; Luo & Waite, 2014) , thereby making lonely individuals less able to compensate for age-related neuropathology (i.e., decreasing neural reserve). At the biological level, loneliness may cause chronic inflammation, impair immune function, and trigger prolonged activation of the hypothalamic-pituitaryadrenal (HPA) axis, which in turn result in reductions of dendritic arborization in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex and the synthesis of brain-derived neurotrophic factor, leading to neurodegeneration changes associated with dementia .
Loneliness may also influence cognition through other mechanisms. The role of chronic physical conditions, such as cardiovascular and metabolic diseases and infectious illnesses, as well as unhealthy behaviors, on the risk of cognitive impairment and dementia has been partially clarified (Yaffe, 2013) . For example, hypertension and diabetes mellitus could affect cognition by causing atherosclerotic small vessel disease, leading to increases in cerebral amyloid plaques, neurofibrillary tangles, and microinfarcts, the most common pathological correlates of late-life dementia (Attems & Jellinger, 2014; G. Cheng, Huang, Deng, & Wang, 2012; Faraco & Iadecola, 2013; Pregelj, 2008; Sharp et al., 2011) . Moreover, infectious burden, a measure of past exposure to common pathogens, has been associated with an increased risk of cognitive impairment via the mechanisms of inflammation and neuronal toxicity (Katan et al., 2013) .
On the other hand, loneliness has been linked to elevated systolic blood pressure through increased vascular resistance , metabolic syndrome through unhealthy behaviors (e.g., physical inactivity, smoking, and sleep problems; Kurina et al., 2011; Luo & Waite, 2014; Whisman, 2010) , and susceptibility to various illnesses via altered immune function and HPA functioning (Cole et al., 2015; Meaney, Szyf, & Seckl, 2007) . Given that physical health problems, either communicable or noncommunicable, are proximal risk factors for cognitive impairment, physical health consequences of loneliness may represent a main potential bridge between loneliness and cognitive decline.
Because cognitively impaired individuals may have difficulties in maintaining friendships, communicating with others, and participating in social and leisure activities (Brown, Devanand, Liu, Caccappolo, & Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative, 2011) , loneliness could also be regarded as a consequence of diminished cognition. Given that some specific cognitive domains (i.e., executive function, verbal fluency, and memory) were significantly correlated with loneliness (O'Luanaigh et al., 2012; Schnittger, Wherton, Prendergast, & Lawlor, 2012) , it is more likely that loneliness and cognition have mutual effects on each other. Other indirect evidence includes the bidirectional relationships between cognitive function and depression (Yoon & Brown, 2014) , and depression and loneliness (Luo et al., 2012) , suggesting that cognition and loneliness may be linked by the mediator: depression. In addition, because cognitive impairment may result in difficulties in decision making for effective self-management of diseases and keeping healthy lifestyles (Mann, de Ridder, & Fujita, 2013; Yaffe, 2013) , physical health can be exacerbated by impaired cognition via increasing the severity or incidence of physical conditions. Physical disabilities due to worsened health would further limit individuals' ability to take part in social activities and in turn cause loneliness. Therefore, physical health may also mediate the bidirectional loneliness-cognition pathways. However, compared with the increasing number of studies on the simple one-way loneliness-cognition association, very few studies have explored their reciprocal relationship and mechanisms underlying such relationships. Supplementary Figure S1 summarizes the possible links between loneliness and cognition.
Dementia is among the most important contributors to disease burden in Chinese OAs (Yang et al., 2013) , but its etiology remains only partially understood. Disentangling the complex relationship between loneliness and cognitive decline may help illuminate the processes involved in the pathogenesis of mental ill-being and cognitive impairment, potentially leading the way for effective preventive or therapeutic interventions. This study first examines the reciprocal relationship between loneliness and cognitive function using a national longitudinal survey of OAs in China. Then, given the potential important role of physical health in the pathogenesis of cognitive impairment, we further explore the mediating role of physical health on this relationship.
Method

Data and sample
Data were collected from the Chinese Longitudinal Health Longevity Study (CLHLS), a dynamic cohort study with first-wave data collected in 1998 and five follow-up surveys with replacement of deceased elders in 2000, 2002, 2005, 2008, and 2011 . The CLHLS recruited a representative sample of Chinese OAs from about half of the counties and cities in 22 of the 31 provinces in China. The survey areas covered 1.16 billion people, accounting for 85% of the total population in China. In-person interviews were conducted by research assessors to obtain data on demographic characteristics, socioeconomic status, lifestyle, and health. More details about the study design, sampling, measures, and data quality of the CLHLS are available elsewhere (Zeng, Poston, Ashbaugh Vlosky, & Gu, 2008) .
The current study used CLHLS's last four waves of data from 2002 (hereafter referred to as "baseline" for this study) to 2011, each conducted at 3-year intervals. Our study focused on the 2002 cohort, excluding participants who were added to replace those who were deceased in the subsequent waves. At baseline, the cohort had 16,064 participants. Those whose self-reported ages were 106 or older were excluded due to lack of reliable information to verify their advanced age (Zeng et al., 2008) . We further excluded respondents aged 60 to 64 and those who had missing values on baseline scores of loneliness and the modified MiniMental State Examination (mMMSE); the final sample for analyses, therefore, consisted of 14,199 respondents. Supplementary Figure S2 depicts the flow chart of study sample inclusion and follow-up.
Measures
Loneliness A single question asking how often the interviewee feels lonely was administered to assess participants' subjective feeling of loneliness. Response options for this item were 1 = never, 2 = seldom, 3 = sometimes, 4 = often, and 5 = always. A single-item self-report measure of loneliness has been widely used in previous studies and has been shown to be highly correlated with multi-item loneliness scales (Pinquart & Sorensen, 2001 ). Furthermore, a single item is preferable to reduce subjects' response burden, particularly for the oldest old with decreased cognitive abilities.
Cognitive function
The cognitive function was assessed with a Chinese mMMSE. The original MMSE has 30 items and tests 7 domains of cognitive function (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) . Considering that two thirds of Chinese OAs are illiterate, the CLHLS deleted 2 items of language (write a complete sentence and follow a written instruction to close eyes) from the original version. To make questions easily understandable and practically answerable by OAs, it further deleted 1 item of orientation to time and 4 items of orientation to place and culturally adapted the remaining 23 items (Lagona & Zhang, 2010) . Each item of the Chinese mMMSE is scored 1 if the answer is correct and 0 for incorrect answer or "unable to answer," so higher scores indicate better cognition. Our factor analyses revealed that a model with one single second-order factor and four firstorder factors consistently fitted the four waves' mMMSE data well. The four first-order factors were orientation (orientation to time and place), memory (registration and delayed recall), attention and calculation (calculation and copying intersecting polygons), and language (repeating phrase, three-step command, and naming), and the secondorder construct represented cognition. Cronbach's α coefficients of the mMMSE ranged from 0.88 to 0.91 for the four waves of the CLHLS.
Increase in number of chronic conditions (ΔNCCs)
At each wave, the CLHLS administered a chronic illness checklist asking the respondent to report whether he/she has a specific condition. Data were collected on 14 specific physical illnesses (e.g., hypertension, diabetes, heart disease, stroke and other cerebrovascular diseases, cancer, and arthritis) and dementia at each time point. After excluding dementia, the sum of NCCs, ranging from 0 to 14, was operationalized as an objective measure of physical health, with greater number indicating poorer physical health. The ΔNCCs was calculated as the count of conditions recorded at a later time point minus that recorded at a preceding time point. The accuracy of self-reported physical illness diagnosis by CLHLS respondents and/or their next of kin has been shown to be good (Zeng et al., 2008) .
Control variables
To minimize the possibility that loneliness-cognition relationship is due to a third variable and to maximize the parsimony of our analytic model, only a limited number of covariates that were known to be associated with loneliness and cognition were controlled in our analysis. Age, gender, and education (0 = no schooling [0 year of education]; 1 = some schooling [≥1 year of education]) were included as basic demographic control variables. In addition, educational attainment was also regarded as a proxy measure of socioeconomic status, because this measure has at least two advantages when studying health and socioeconomic status (Montez, Hummer, & Hayward, 2012) . First, education can be determined for all individuals, whereas not everyone has an income or an occupation. This is particularly important for OAs who have been retired. Second, a person's education is most often unaffected by health impairment that emerged after age 25, whereas one's income and occupation are, at least in part, affected by health problems.
Physical exercise and current smoking were included as lifestyle covariates. Subjects were asked whether they regularly participate in physical exercise (1 = yes; 2 = no) and whether they currently smoke (1 = yes; 2 = no). Social activity was assessed by a single question: "Do you take part in some social activities at present?" (1 = almost every day; 2 = not daily, but once for a week; 3 = not weekly, but at least once for a month; 4 = not monthly, but sometimes; 5 = never). Objective measures of social isolation included two variables: marital status (1 = never married, separated, divorced, or widowed; 0 = married) and living arrangement (1 = alone; 0 = with family members or in an institution).
Analytic strategies
Because measurement error in manifest variables can be addressed using latent variables with multiple indicators, the latent variable cross-lagged panel analysis (CLPA) was adopted to examine the direction and strength of association between loneliness and cognition (Kim, Noh, Park, & Kwon, 2014) . Three domain-representative item parcels were created as the indicators of cognition (Coffman & MacCallum, 2005) . We randomly selected 2 items from each mMMSE domain and summed the 8 items to create the first parcel. Using the same procedure, another 8 items were used to create the second parcel. The remaining 7 items were finally summed into the third parcel.
To correct for the effect of unreliability in loneliness scale scores, we created a single-indicator latent variable to represent the construct of loneliness at each wave, which was measured by its corresponding score and the residual variance of the scale score fixed to (1-Scale Reliability) × Scale Variance (Schumacker & Lomax, 2004) . By applying the Stable Trait, Autoregressive Trait, State Model (Lucas & Donnellan, 2012) to the four-wave loneliness scores, we decomposed the total variance into three parts: stable trait, autoregressive trait, and state. A reliability of 0.595 was obtained by computing the ratio of the sum of the stable and autoregressive trait variance to total variance.
Longitudinal measurement invariance of cognition across measurement occasions is a prerequisite to modeling changes over time (Wang, Elhai, Dai, & Yao, 2012) . Confirmatory factor analysis using measurement invariance testing found that our proposed construct of cognition was invariant over time on these parcels' loadings and intercepts and thus satisfied the requirements for strong measurement invariance. The scalar invariance model of cognition allowed correlations between residual error variances of the same parcel and imposed invariance constraints on the factor loadings and intercepts across the four time points.
Our CLPA mainly involved the comparison of four nested models (Supplementary Table 1 ). The latent loneliness variables were added to the scalar invariance model of cognition to construct Model 1, which contained eight latent variables (i.e., cognition and loneliness at ~2002-2011), six autoregressive paths between two consecutive time points and four correlations within time points. Model 2 evaluated the stability in autoregressive paths of loneliness and cognition. Model 3 added cross-lagged paths of loneliness and cognition and tested the reciprocal relationships between them. Model 4 tested "stationarity" in cross-lagged paths. Nested models were compared with the corrected scaled χ 2 difference test (Satorra & Bentler, 2001) .
In temporal ordering, ΔNCCs was an intervening variable between time [t−3] ("t−3" represents "3 years earlier") and time [t] On the basis of Models 4 and 5, Models 4i and 5i included all control variables as covariates predicting ~2002-2011 loneliness and cognition, respectively. In this final analysis, gender and education were treated as time-invariant variables, whereas all other covariates were time-varying variables. Paths from covariates to loneliness/ cognition, correlations between variables at a given time, autoregressive paths of time-varying variables, and crosslagged paths between time-varying variables were also added to Models 4i and 5i. Because CLPA routinely assumes that prospective relationships between variables are stable over time , we applied equality constraints to the autoregressive and cross-lagged paths as well as paths from time-invariant covariates to loneliness/ cognition. However, autoregressive coefficients in Model 2 were still allowed to be freely estimated, because we considered that the rate of cognitive decline over time was a gradually accelerating process, and these autoregressive paths cannot be stable during the 9-year follow-up period.
Comparison results from the corrected scaled χ 2 difference test for Models 1 and 2 also rejected the stability hypothesis in autoregressive paths (ΔS−B χ 2 = 40.39, p < 0.001). We did not impute the missing data; rather, available data of all the 14,199 respondents were used in this study. Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) estimation was used to deal with missing data (Muthén & Muthén, 1998 .The highest absolute values of skewness and kurtosis for our observed variables were 1.402 (Parcel 3 in 2002) and 1.389 (Parcel 1 in 2008) , therefore, the parameters were estimated with Robust Maximum Likelihood. We reported unstandardized regression coefficients (βs) and p values throughout.
The degree of model fit was assessed with Satorra-Bentler χ 2 statistic (S−B χ 2 ), root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), comparative fit index (CFI), and TuckerLewis index (TLI), however, we primarily depended on the results of RMSEA, CFI and TLI, because χ 2 goodness-of-fit statistic is too sensitive for a very large sample such as is used in our study ). An RMSEA value under 0.05 represents a good fit to the data, and values between 0.05 and 0.08 indicate reasonable fit. For the CFI/ TLI, values greater than 0.90 are considered as an acceptable fit and 0.95 or more as a good fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999) . All these analyses were conducted with Mplus, version 6.
Results
Descriptive statistics
Sample characteristics are shown in Table 1 . At baseline, 67.0% of OAs "never" or "seldom" felt lonely, whereas 24.8% "sometimes" and 8.3% "often" or "always" felt lonely. Among the 2,456 survivors who were interviewed at each wave, the results of repeated-measures analysis of variance indicated that loneliness increased over time between 2002 and 2011 (F = 3.214 , p = .022), whereas mean mMMSE scores decreased (F = 238.238, p < .001). The mean scores of the baseline cohort estimated using Mplus from 2002 to 2011 were 2.07, 2.14, 2.21, and 2.25 for loneliness,and 18. 17, 16.42, 15.39, and 14 .62 for mMMSE, respectively.
Supplementary Table 2 presents the factor loadings of parcels in the measurement model of cognition, their standardized loadings ranged from 0.88 to 0.98.
Correlations between latent variables of loneliness and cognition and a manifest variable of ΔNCCs are presented in Supplementary Table 3 . At any given occasion, loneliness and cognition negatively and significantly correlated (p < .001). Loneliness was negatively correlated with later cognition (p ≤ .023) and cognition was negatively correlated with later loneliness (p ≤ .031). The ΔNCCs was positively correlated with loneliness and negatively correlated with cognition two both at a prior occasion and the same occasion (p ≤ .046). Table 1) , and the 3-year cross-lagged effects of prior loneliness on cognition (β = 0.153, p < .001) and cognition on subsequent loneliness (β = −0.045, p < .001−) were significant. In this final model, the 3-year lagged effect of social activity on cognition was significant (β = −0.12, p < .001), but its influence on loneliness was not significant (β = 0.006, p = .561). Independent of loneliness and other covariates, the cross-lagged effects of marital status and living arrangement on cognition (β = −0.30, p < .001; β = −0.16, p < .001) and loneliness (β = 0.34, p < 0.001; β = 0.37, p < 0.001) remained significant. With regard to other covariates, we found education was positively associated with cognition (β = 0.413, p < 0.001) and negatively associated with loneliness (β = −0.105, p < 0.001). We also found physical exercise predicted relative increases in cognition (β = 0.168, p < 0.001) and decreases in loneliness (β = −0.072, p < 0.001).
Reciprocal Relationship Between Loneliness and Cognitive Function
Mediating Effect of ΔNCCs
As Figure 2 presents, after adding two indirect paths that shared ΔNCCs as a potential mediator and adjustment for control variables, Model 5i still had a good fit to the data (RMSEA = 0.031, CFI = 0.949, TLI = 0.940; Supplementary Table 1) , and the 3-year cross-lagged effects of loneliness on subsequent cognition (β = −0.149, p < .001) and prior cognition on subsequent loneliness (β = −0.043, p < .001) were significant but slightly reduced in size compared with those in Model 4i. The indirect effects of prior loneliness on cognition via ΔNCCs, as well as prior cognition on loneliness via ΔNCCs, were significant across the three time intervals (effect size = −0.004 and −0.002, −0.001), however, on average, the two indirect effects only accounted for 2.58% and 4.44% of their respective total effects demonstrated in Model 4i. 
Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first large-scale 9-year cohort study in China that examined the prospective relationship between loneliness and cognition. Our findings not only add strength to the assertion that loneliness has an adverse impact on cognitive functioning, including in Chinese OAs, but also indicate that cognitive dysfunction may exacerbate loneliness, creating a "vicious cycle" that further damages cognition over time. Finally, although the indirect effects of loneliness/cognition on cognition/loneliness through ΔNCCs are small in size, their statistical significance still suggests a mechanism that loneliness and cognition mutually affect each other via their impact on physical health.
The bidirectional loneliness-cognition relationship over time remained significant after accounting for demographic, socioeconomic status, lifestyle, social activity, and objective isolation covariates, indicating that the reciprocal loneliness-cognition relationships are not explained by these variables. These findings are especially important because previous studies have shown that loneliness/cognition has significant associations with these risk factors (Y. Plassman, Williams, Burke, Holsinger, & Benjamin, 2010) , in particular objective isolation (Wilson et al., 2007) , but our analysis rules out the third-variable effects caused by these covariates. However, such results do not imply that these factors have no role in cognition and loneliness. In fact, we found actual isolation, as indicated by marital status and living arrangement, not only had a direct effect on later cognition, independent of loneliness and cognition at the same time point, but also had a significant lagged effect on loneliness at a later time point. Because the later loneliness has significant direct effect on its subsequent cognition, we may speculate that loneliness also additionally acts as a mediator that conveys the effect of isolation on cognition.
The significant direct effect of loneliness on cognition is in accordance with previous research in Western countries (Boss et al., 2015) . However, the significant direct effect of cognition on loneliness is inconsistent with some previous studies reporting that discrete cognitive domains, not global cognitive function, predicted loneliness (O'Luanaigh et al., 2012; Schnittger et al., 2012) and that baseline cognition was not associated with later loneliness (Wilson et al., 2007) . Besides less engagement in social activities due to diminished cognition, we also consider reduced social network size resulting from cognitive impairment as an alternative explanation for this reverse relationship (Alspach, 2013; Cacioppo, Fowler, & Christakis, 2009) .
It is important to note that we only tested one possible mechanism and found that the mediating effect of physical health, although statistically significant, could only explain a very small portion of the direct effect. Consequently, we are not able to ascertain whether this reciprocal effect over time is mainly caused by loneliness and cognition per se (e.g., loneliness directly impairs cognition) by their effects on potential biological, cognitive, and clinical processes, such as worsened physical health, by a combination of these, or other mechanisms. We also are mindful that the process of reciprocal loneliness-cognition relationship might involve a "mediator chain" that includes many biological, cognitive, and clinical markers; the mediating effect of physical health identified in the present study may be only one of the many steps between loneliness and cognition. Further research is needed to address this issue.
Several limitations of this study should be noted. First, to make causal inferences in CLPA, a prerequisite is that the roles of all possible sources of spuriousness should be excluded. We had controlled a limited number of important covariates, but some unmeasured covariates, such as social support and social network size, have not been adjusted. In addition, our CLPA also violated the stability assumption in autoregressive paths, which implies that the loneliness-cognition relationship may be due to the universal life-course pattern. Therefore, in a strict sense, we should be cautious to interpret the reciprocal loneliness-cognition associations as causal relationships due to unavoidable omitted-variable bias. Second, loneliness might be underreported because this study only used a self-report question to assess loneliness. However, the item does avoid potential confounding that might arise from measures using indirect items, for example, some scales use social support to represent loneliness indirectly (Luo & Waite, 2014) . In addition, we used a reliability correction technique to construct the measurement error of loneliness, but its reliability is estimated from the same sample in which our model is to be fit. This shortcoming may introduce sample dependencies limiting the generalizability of our results to other samples (Coffman & MacCallum, 2005) . Third, NCCs was a crude measure of physical health in this study, because this indicator does not incorporate disease severity information. In addition, it is still possible that NCCs was underreported by the respondents due to self-report of or lack of awareness regarding their physical conditions. Considering worsened physical health's associations with loneliness and cognitive impairment, the mediating effect of physical health might be underestimated.
In summary, 9-year cross-lagged longitudinal data from the CLHLS demonstrates in Chinese OAs that there may be a reciprocal relationship between loneliness and cognitive function, and the prospective loneliness-cognition relationship is partially mediated by physical health. Both loneliness and cognitive decline are major health challenges of contemporary Chinese OAs. Given their reciprocal relationships, multidisciplinary interventions that attempt to alleviate loneliness and maintain or delay the progression of cognitive decline, or their associated risk factors, may be helpful for the cognitive and mental health of OAs. More studies are needed to reveal the underlying pathways between loneliness and cognition. Targeting these pathways, including optimizing chronic disease management, interrupt the possible vicious cycle between loneliness and cognitive decline.
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